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Abstract

We study the problem of minimizing total completion time on a single machine
with the presence of release dates. We present two different approaches leading to
exponential neighborhoods in which the best improving neighbor can be determined
in polynomial time. Furthermore, computational results are presented to get insight
in the performance of the developed neighborhoods.
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1 Introduction

Many optimization problems in the practical world are computational in-
tractable. It would simply cost too much time to solve them to optimality.
Hence, there is need for a practical approach to solve such problems. A way
too achieve this is the development of heuristic (approximation) algorithms
that are able to find satisfying solutions within a reasonable amount of com-
putational time. In the literature concerning heuristic algorithms two different
classes can be distinguished. The first class of heuristic algorithms consists of
constructive algorithms. These algorithms build solutions by assigning values
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to one or more decision variables at a time. The second class are the im-
provement algorithms, that start with a feasible solution and iteratively try
to advance to a better solution. In this class, local search resp. neighborhood
search algorithms play a big role.

A local search heuristic starts, roughly spoken, with some solution and itera-
tively replaces the current solution by some solution in a neighborhood of this
solution. Thus, for a local search approach, a method for calculating an initial
solution, a neighborhood structure of a given solution and a method to select
a solution from the neighborhood of a given solution is needed.

The neighborhood structure of a given solution has an important influence
on the efficency of the local search heuristic. The structure determines the
navigation through the solution space during the iterations of the local search
method and the computation time of one iteration is affected by the choice
of the neighborhood structure as well. Therefore, one expects that the size of
the neighborhood has influence on the quality of the final solution of a local
search approach, because a larger neighborhood covers a bigger amount of
solutions and of course, affects the running time. So, there has to be found a
compromise between size, quality and running time.

A possible way to do this, is to restrict the neighborhood of a solution to
promising solutions, i.e. to solutions which may have a good objective value.
Another possibility is to develop efficient methods to find the best solution
in a given neighborhood, which is often an interesting optimization problem
itself.

Over the last time, large-scale neighborhoods were considered that can be ex-
hausted in reasonable time. These large-scale neighborhoods mostly contain
an exponential number of solutions but allow a polynomial exploration. A
nice survey about large-scale neighborhood techniques is given by Ahuja et al.
[1]. They categorize large-scale neighborhoods into three not necessarily dis-
tinct classes. Their first category of neighborhood search algorithms consists of
variable-depth methods. These algorithms partially exploit exponential-sized
neighborhoods using heuristics. The second category consists of network flow
based improvement algorithms. These methods use network flow techniques to
identify improving neighbors. Finally, their third category consists of neigh-
borhoods for NP-hard problems received by subclasses or restrictions that
can be solved in polynomial time.

Although, the concept of large scale neighborhoods sounds promising, the
practical relevance of these neighborhoods is not so clear (see e.g. Hurink [6]).
In this paper we develop two large scale neighborhoods for a single machine
scheduling problem and study their usage in local search. The goal is to present
for one problem different concepts to reach large scale neighborhoods and to
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get some more insight under which conditions large scale neighborhoods may
be of practical use.

More precisely, we present two different approaches for receiving a large-scale
neighborhood for the problem of scheduling n jobs with release dates ri and
processing times pi on a single machine in order to minimize total completion
time

∑
Ci without preemption. In the classical scheduling notation by Graham

et al. [5], this problem is denoted by 1|ri|∑ Ci. It is strongly NP-hard as stated
in Lenstra et al. [7]. Since for a fixed sequence π there is an efficient method for
calculating the best schedule with respect to the objective function in O(n),
local search may be applied by considering sequences as solutions.

The first neighborhood we present is an extension of the adjacent pairwise
interchange neighborhood (API ). This extension is based on the idea of com-
bining independent operations. Congram et al. [3] and Potts and van de Velde
[8] applied the idea of combining independent SWAP -operations to the single
machine total weighted tardiness scheduling problem and the TSP, respec-
tively. They call their approach iterated dynasearch. In the paper of Congram
et al. [3], the authors show that the size of their neighborhood is O(2n−1)
and they give a dynamic programming recursion to find the best neighbor in
O(n3). Hurink [6] applies compounded API -operations in the context of one
machine batching problems and shows, that an improving neighbor can be
obtained in O(n2) by calculating a shortest path in an improvement graph,
that is a structure, defined by the possibility of combining API -operations
and their change of the objective value.

We examine, in which situations we may combine several API -operations to
modify a sequence π describing a solution for 1|ri|∑ Ci. By looking on how
to find a best combined move to a neighboring solution it turns out, that this
can be done by calculating a shortest path in an improvement graph similarly
as described by Hurink [6]. According to Ahuja et al. [1], this extension of the
API -neighborhood belongs to their second category of large scale neighbor-
hoods.

The second neighborhood we introduce is based on a dominance rule for se-
quences, that may also be used in a branch-and-bound algorithm for solving
the considered problem. This dominance rule uses that for a given solution,
the problem is locally not very different from it’s relaxation 1||∑ Ci, which
can be solved by the shortest processing time first (SPT) rule from Smith [10].
This second neighborhood belongs to the third category of Ahuja et al. [1].

The outline of this text is as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief description of
the problem and introduce some notations. The next section describes the two
large-scale neighborhoods and their main conceptual differences. Afterwards,
in Section 4 we give some computational results for these neighborhoods and
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dicuss the possibilities and limitations of the two concepts. Finally, some con-
cluding remarks are given.

2 Problem Description

We consider a one-machine-scheduling problem, where n jobs 1, . . . , n with
non-negative release dates r1, . . . , rn and processing times p1, . . . , pn are given.
A job i is not available before time ri and needs to be processed for pi time-
units without preemption. W.l.o.g. we reorder the jobs such that r1 ≤ . . . ≤ rn

and, if ri = ri+1, that pi ≤ pi+1.

A schedule for this problem can be described by a vector S of starting times
Si, i = 1, . . . , n. It is called a feasible schedule, if and only if:

• Si ≥ ri for i = 1, . . . , n,
• either Sj ≥ Si + pi or Si ≥ Sj + pj for all pairs i, j = 1, . . . , n with i �= j.

Furthermore, by C we denote the vector of completion times for a feasible
schedule S, i.e. Ci := Si + pi for i = 1, . . . , n.

The goal is to find a feasible schedule S, such that the objective function

f(S) :=
n∑

i=1

Ci (1)

is minimized. This problem, denoted by 1|ri|∑ Ci, is NP-hard, (see Lenstra
et al. [7]), and thus computational intractable.

Solutions of this problem can be characterized by sequences of jobs, which rep-
resents a processing-order of the jobs. For a given sequence π we can calculate
a corresponding feasible schedule S by:

Sπ(1) := rπ(1) and

Sπ(i) := max{rπ(i), Sπ(i−1) + pπ(i−1)} for i = 2, . . . , n.
(2)

The calculation of the schedule belonging to a sequence needs O (n) time.
From now on let π be a given sequence and Sπ the corresponding feasible
schedule. Often, we omit π if it is clear, which sequence is considered.
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3 Large Scale Neighborhoods

In this section we present two large scale neighborhoods for problem 1|ri|∑ Ci.
The neighborhoods rely on two different principles. First, in Subsection 3.1,
we build up neighbored solutions by combining several independent pair-
interchange operators to one compounded neighborhood operator. Next, in
Subsection 3.2, we use a reordering of subsequences as the base of building up
a neighborhood structure. Both neighborhoods have of up to an exponential
number of neighbors and can be searched efficiently. Finally, in Subsection 3.3,
we compare the two approaches.

3.1 Compounded API

In this subsection we develop a neighborhood which is based on adjacent-pair-
interchanges (API) for sequences. First, we analyze the effects of a single API-
operation. The questions, which jobs are affected by a single move and how
this affects the objective function, are answered. Later on, this will be used to
combine several API-operations to a compounded operation, which results in
a neighborhood up to exponential size that can be searched in polynomial time.
Before presenting the mentioned results, we first introduce some notations.

For a given sequence π = (π(1), . . . , π(n)) and the resulting schedule S sets of
jobs, called blocks, occur. A block consists of jobs that are scheduled without
idle-times, such that the first job of this block starts after an idle period
at it’s release date and all other jobs start at the completion time of their
predecessor. More precisely, a block is a set of jobs B := {π(i), . . . , π(i + k)}
with i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} and i+ k ≤ n, such that the following conditions hold:

• either i = 1 or Cπ(i−1) < Sπ(i),
• Cπ(j) = Sπ(j+1) for j = i, . . . , i + k − 1,
• either i + k = n or Cπ(i+k) < Sπ(i+k+1).

A given sequence π of jobs leads to a unique decomposition into blocks. We
denote by b(π) the number of blocks and by B1, . . . , Bb(π) the blocks of the
form Bβ = {π(iβ), . . . , π(iβ + kβ)} with iβ + kβ + 1 = iβ+1.

Additionally, we denote by gβ the amount of idle-time between job π(iβ) and
π(iβ−1 + kβ−1) if β ≥ 2 or the idle-time before the job π(1), if β = 1, i.e.

gβ :=

⎧⎨
⎩

Sπ(iβ) − Cπ(iβ−1+kβ−1) if β ≥ 2,

Sπ(1) if β = 1

In Figure 1 an example for blocks and their gaps in a schedule is given.
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S π(1) π(3) π(4) π(5) π(6) . . .

Block B1 B2 B3

time

π(2)

g1

0

g3g2

Fig. 1. Blocks and gaps in a schedule S

The API-neighborhood consist of adjacent-pair interchange operators
API1, . . . , APIn−1, where operator APIj interchanges the elements in posi-
tion j and j + 1 of a sequence, i.e.

APIj(π) := (π(1), . . . , π(j − 1), π(j + 1), π(j), π(j + 2), . . . , π(n))

The operator API is called adjacent-pair-interchange.

In the following we examine, how a single API-operation affects a given solu-
tion. Considering the two jobs π(j) and π(j+1) involved in an API -operation,
there are different cases to handle, depending on the position of job π(j) in
the block and the release date rπ(j+1) of job π(j + 1).

Consider an API -operator APIj where index j belongs to a position of block
Bβ = {π(ibeta), . . . , π(ibeta+kbeta)}. Clearly, if j = ibeta+kbeta, the application of
APIj leads to an increase of the objective value since the job π(ibeta+kbeta+1)
is the first job of the next block and, therefore, starts at it’s release date. Thus,
if we are interested in operators APIj which may lead to better solutions, we
only have to consider j ∈ {ibeta, . . . , ibeta + kbeta − 1}. Because of the block-
structure we have for the schedule S of π:

Sπ(j) + pπ(j) = Sπ(j+1).

In order to calculate the consequences of the exchange of the jobs π(j) and
π(j + 1), let S ′ be the schedule of APIj(π) and let

• σ := Sπ(j+1) − S ′
π(j+1),

• γ := S ′
π(j) − Sπ(j).

• δ := C ′
π(j) − Cπ(j+1).

Herewith, σ describes the absolute value of the change in starting time of
job π(j + 1), γ gives the change for job π(j) and δ presents the effect of the
exchange for the succeeding jobs π(j + 2), . . . , π(n) (see Figure 2).

If we take the job π(j) out of the schedule, i.e. the time-period [Sπ(j), Sπ(j) +
pπ(j)] becomes idle-time, we have pπ(j) (or pπ(j) + gβ for j = ibeta) units of
idle before job π(j + 1). Thus, we can schedule the job π(j + 1) this amount
earlier, if we do not have to respect the release date rπ(j+1). However, if we have
Cπ(j−1) < rπ(j+1) ≤ Sπ(j+1), the job π(j + 1) can start only by Sπ(j+1) − rπ(j+1)
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π(j + 2)π(j)π(j + 1)

δσ

Sπ(j)
γ

Sπ(j+1) Sπ(j+2)

π(j + 2)π(j + 1)π(j)

S ′
π(j+1) S ′

π(j) S ′
π(j+2)

S ′

S

Fig. 2. Effect of APIj(π)

units earlier. Thus, we have σ = min{pπ(j), Sπ(j+1) − rπ(j+1)} for j �= i and
σ = min{pπ(j) + gβ, Sπ(j+1) − rπ(j+1)} for j = ibeta.

Furthermore, by scheduling job π(j) directly after the finishing of job π(j+1),
the starting time S ′

π(j) of job π(j) gets:

S ′
π(j) = S ′

π(j+1) + pπ(j+1) = Sπ(j+1) − σ + pπ(j+1)

= Sπ(j) + pπ(j) − σ + pπ(j+1).

But again, we have to respect the release date of job π(j), leading to γ =
max{pπ(j) + pπ(j+1) − σ, rπ(j) − Sπ(j)}.

Based on this considerations, δ becomes:

δ =C ′
π(j) − Cπ(j+1) = S ′

π(j) − Sπ(j+1) + pπ(j) − pπ(j+1)

=Sπ(j) + γ − Sπ(j+1) + pπ(j) − pπ(j+1)

= γ − pπ(j) + pπ(j) − pπ(j+1) = γ − pπ(j+1).

If j > ibeta, δ is always greater or equal to 0, since

δ = γ − pπ(j+1)

≥ pπ(j) + pπ(j+1) − σ − pπ(j+1)

≥ pπ(j) + pπ(j+1) − pπ(j) − pπ(j+1) ≥ 0.

However, if j = ibeta, δ may also be negative due to the gap gβ before job
π(ibeta). The parameter δ is useful to calculate the effects of APIj on the jobs
π(j + 2), . . . , π(n).
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Applying operator APIj changes the objective value by

Δj := f(S ′) − f(S) =
n∑

μ=1
(S ′

π(μ) + pπ(μ) − Sπ(μ) − pπ(μ))

= γ − σ +
n∑

μ=j+2
S ′

π(μ) − Sπ(μ)

(3)

It remains to calculate

penalty :=
n∑

μ=j+2

S ′
π(μ) − Sπ(μ).

As mentioned before, the effects of APIj on the jobs π(j + 2), . . . , π(n) is
characterized by δ. If δ = 0, then penalty := 0. Otherwise, we consider first
the directly affected block Bβ.

If δ > 0, we have to move all jobs π(μ) with ibeta +kbeta ≥ μ ≥ j +2 by δ units
to the right, resulting in penalty := δ(iβ +kβ−j−1). If δ > gβ+1, the shift also
affects the next block. We then have to shift the jobs π(iβ+1), . . . , π(iβ+1+kβ+1)
by δ′ := δ − gβ+1 units. If again the value of δ′ is bigger than the gap gβ+2 we
also have to shift the block Bβ+2. This continues until the remaining value δ
value is 0.

On the other hand if δ < 0, we have to shift jobs to the left in the new
schedule, beginning with job π(j + 2). The affected jobs are only the jobs
j + 2, . . . , iβ + kβ and the calculation of penalty has to be done by calculating
for all these jobs their new starting times by applying formula (2). Note, that
in this case the penalty is negative and the block Bβ may split into several
blocks and/or partially join the block Bβ−1.

All in all the effects of such an API -operation are computable in time O(n),
however in the average we expect a much lower running time. Since the API -
neighborhood has size O(n), we need in the worst case O(n2) to compute the
best API-neighbor of a solution.

In the following we investigate the possibility of combining API operators.
More precisely, we search for pairs of operators APIi and APIj, where the
consecutive application of these two operators to a sequence π leads to a change
of Δi + Δj in the objective value. Such an independence of operations allows
a combined execution of several different APIs in one iteration of the local
search algorithm and so gives a compounded neighborhood. To find candidates
for combined operators, we have to analyze, which APIs do not have an effect
on each other.

Consider indices i and j with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n−1 and i+2 ≤ j. We are interested
in those cases, where the effect of APIj(APIi(π)) and APIi(APIj(π)) are
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equal to Δi + Δj , i.e. we look for indices i and j where

f(Sπ) + Δi + Δj = f(SAPIj(APIi(π))),

(Sπ denotes the schedule for π and SAPIj(APIi(π)) denotes the schedule for
the sequence obtained by applying APIi to π and the APIj to the resulting
sequence). An necessary condition for this independency is that after applying
APIi to π the resulting schedule around the jobs in position j and j + 1 must
be the same as in π. To formalize this, we introduce a variable Fi denoting
the first position after i + 1 where the application of APIi to π has no effect.

If APIi(π) changes the schedule in such a way, that the starting time of
job π(i + 2) in the schedules π and APIi(π) remains the same and the new
completion time of π(j) is equal to the old completion time of π(j + 1), only
the two jobs π(i) and π(i + 1) change their positions in the schedule without
any effect on the succeeding jobs and the block structure of the schedule. In
this case we define Fi := i + 2.

On the other hand, if the starting time of job π(i+2) or the idle period before
π(i + 2) is changed by applying APIi to π, we have to consider the index of
the last affected job

Li := max{k : i ≤ k ≤ n, Sπ
π(k) �= S

APIi(π)
π(k) },

i.e. the last job, that changes it’s starting time. This job π(Li) can easily
be determined during the calculations of penalty, as described before. Since
the job π(Li) is scheduled earlier or later in the schedule corresponding to
APIi(π), the effects of APIj(APIi(π)) may get different to Δj + Δi for all
indices j from i + 1 to Li + 1. However, the effects of APIj(APIi(π)) are still
equal to Δj +Δi for j ≥ Li +2. Therefore, in this case we define Fi := Li +2.

Based on the above considerations, we call APIj π-independent of APIi if the
following conditions hold:

• neither π(i) nor π(j) is a last job of it’s block,
• j ≥ Fi.

Additionally, we call APIi and APIj π-independent if either APIj is π-
independent of APIi or APIi is π-independent of APIj.

Summarizing, for two π-independent operations APIi and APIj we have

f(Sπ) + Δi + Δj = f(SAPIj(APIi(π))).

An important property of π-independency is it’s transitivity. If for i < j < k
APIj is π-independent of APIi and APIk is π-independent of APIj then also
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APIk is π-independent of APIi. Thus, we call a set M ⊆ {1, . . . , n − 1} π-
independent if the API -operators belonging to the elements of M are pairwise
π-independent.

Hence, for a given π-independent set M := {v1, . . . , vk} ⊆ {1, . . . , n−1} we can
calculate the objective value of the schedule APIvk

◦APIvk−1
◦ . . . ◦APIv1(π)

by

f(SAPIvk
◦APIvk−1

◦...◦APIv1(π)) = f(Sπ) +
∑
i∈M

Δi.

In the following we develop an efficient method to calculate a set of indepen-
dent operations, that gives the best gain in the objective value over all possible
independent operations. For this, we define a structure called improvement
graph which depends strongly on the given sequence π.

For a given sequence π let Gπ = (V, Aπ) be a graph with vertices V =
{0, 1, . . . , n − 1, ∗} and a set Aπ ⊆ V × V of directed arcs, where each arc
(i, j) ∈ Aπ receives a cost cij . The vertices 0 and ∗ are called source resp. sink.
The set Aπ contains the following arcs.

• arcs (0, i) with cost c0i = Δi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 where π(i) is not a last
job of a block in Sπ,

• arcs (i, j) with cost cij = Δj for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n − 1 where APIj is
π-independent of APIi,

• arcs (i, ∗) with cost ci∗ = 0 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.

An arc leading to a vertex i ≤ n − 1 corresponds to an application of the
operation APIi. Furthermore, a directed path P = (0, v1, . . . , vk, ∗) with 1 ≤
vi ≤ n−1 corresponds to a combined operation APIvk

◦APIvk−1
◦. . .◦APIv1(π)

of π-independent operations and the sum of the costs of the arcs on the path
describes the gain to the objective value. Hence, if we have a shortest directed
path from the source to the sink, this determines the best possible combined
operation of π-independent operations.

Because our graph has no directed cycles, we can use Dijkstra’s algorithm to
obtain a shortest-path in this graph. With this algorithm we are able to calcu-
late the best possible combined operation of π-independent APIi operations
in O(n2). There can be up to exponential many paths from the source to the
sinks. Thus we have an exponential neighborhood that can be exploited in
polynomial time. We call this neighborhood CAPI.
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3.2 Neighborhood SAV

In this subsection a large scale neighborhood based on a dominance criteria
is developed for problem 1|ri|∑ Ci. The base of this approach is that each
schedule defines in a unique way so-called spikes and valleys.

Lemma 1 (Spikes) Let π = (π(1), . . . , π(n)) be a given sequence of jobs.
Then there exists a unique set of indices ( spikes) 1 = i1 < . . . < ik < ik+1 =
n + 1 such that

π(j) < π(iμ) for j = iμ + 1, . . . , iμ+1 − 1, (4)

π(iμ) < π(iμ+1) for μ = 1, . . . , k. (5)

Furthermore, we have π(ik) = n.

PROOF. Let j be the position of job n in π, i.e. π(j) = n. From (4) it
follows, that j must be one of the indices i1, . . . , in and from (5) it follows,
that j = ik, if such a set of indices exist. Furthermore, if we define ik := j, the
subsequence (π(j), . . . , π(n)) fulfills the stated conditions.

If we now apply the same arguments to the remaining sequence (π(1), . . . , π(j−
1)), we get ik−1 as the position l of the job with largest index in {π(1), . . . , π(j−
1)} and a subsequence (π(l), . . . , π(j − 1), π(j), . . . , π(n)) together with two
unique positions ik−1 and ik fulfilling the stated conditions. Repeating this
argument gives the unique sequence i1, . . . , ik. �

From now on let π be a given sequence of jobs and i1, . . . , ik, ik+1 be the
spikes belonging to π according to Lemma 1. We define sets Vμ := {π(iμ +
1), . . . , π(iμ+1 − 1)} for μ = 1, . . . , k. Observe, that

k⋃
μ=1

Vμ ∪ {π(i1), . . . , π(ik)} = {1, . . . , n}.

The sets Vμ are called valleys and contain the jobs between the spikes. In the
following lemma, we show three important properties for the jobs of a valley
in the schedule Sπ.

Lemma 2 (1) In the schedule Sπ the job π(iμ) together with the jobs of a
valley Vμ are scheduled without idle times, i.e.

Sπ
π(k) = Cπ

π(k−1) for k = iμ + 1, . . . , iμ+1 − 1.
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(2) Considering all sequences resulting from π by a reordering of the jobs of a
valley Vμ, the sequence obtained by reordering these jobs by non-decreasing
processing-times has minimal objective value.

(3) Reordering the jobs of Vμ ∪ {π(iμ)} by non-decreasing processing-times
does not increase the objective value.

PROOF.

(1) For all l ∈ {iμ + 1, . . . , iμ+1 − 1} equation (4) implies l < iμ, i.e.
rl ≤ riμ . This again implies Cj ≥ rl for all j, l ∈ Vμ leading to
Sπ

π(l) = max{rπ(l), C
π
π(l−1)} = Cπ

π(l−1) for all l ∈ {iμ + 1, . . . , iμ+1 − 1}.
(2) Due to part (1) of the lemma, the jobs of Vμ are scheduled in Sπ in the

interval

I = [Sπ
π(iμ+1), S

π
π(iμ+1) +

∑
j∈Vμ

pj ].

Furthermore, we have rj ≤ Sπ
π(iμ) for all j ∈ Vμ. Thus, reordering the jobs

of Vμ still allows to schedule the jobs of Vμ in I. According to Smith’s
rule, a reordering to non-decreasing processing-times is best possible.

(3) Due to part (2) we first may reorder the jobs of Vμ by non-decreasing
processing-times without increasing the objective value. Since rj ≤ rπ(iμ),
interchanging job π(iμ) with jobs of Vμ which have a smaller processing
time leads to a decrease of the objective value. �

Consider a given initial sequence π, spikes i1, . . . , ik, ik+1 and valleys V1, . . . , Vk.
Based on part (2) of the lemma it is possible to find a best sequence respecting
the spikes and valleys in time O (n log n) by simply sorting the jobs of Vμ by
increasing processing-times. If we allow a change in the spikes and valleys,
we even might get a better solution by sorting the whole sets Vμ ∪ {π(iμ)}.
In the latter case, it may happen, that the new sequence does not have the
same spikes and valleys as before and, therefore, again may be optimized by
resorting the valleys.

Summarizing, if spikes i1, . . . , ik, ik+1 and valleys V1, . . . , Vk are given, we can
easily find an optimal sequence π that respects these spikes and valleys. How-
ever, as the next theorem shows, it is not easy to find an optimal sequence π
respecting given spikes i1, . . . , ik, ik+1 without the knowledge of the valleys.

Theorem 3 Let 1 = i1 < . . . < ik < ik+1 = n + 1 be a given set of integers.
The problem of finding a sequence π with

π(j) < π(iμ) for j = iμ + 1, . . . , iμ+1 − 1,

π(iμ) < π(iμ+1) for μ = 1, . . . , k.

12



for the jobs 1, . . . , n with release dates ri, (r1 ≤ . . . ≤ rn) and processing-times
pi, which minimizes the objective function

∑
Ci is NP-hard in the strong

sense.

PROOF. The proof is based on an analysis of the reduction which may
be used to proof that problem 1|ri|∑ Ci is NP-hard in the strong sense.
Therefore, we only give a short sketch of the proof and leave details to the
reader.

The NP-hardness proof for problem 1|ri|∑ Ci reduces a general instance of
3-Partition to an instance of 1|ri|∑ Ci in such a way that a set of dummy
jobs have to occupy certain fixed intervals and that for the remaining jobs
(which correspond to the items of 3-Partition) only t intervals of length b
remain open (t and b are the number of items and the size of each partition
set of 3-Partition). Defining all the dummy jobs as spikes, does not have any
effect on the reduction and, thus, the problem stated in the theorem is also
NP-hard in the strong sense. �

The second large scale neighborhood we define in the following is called SAV
(Spike And Valley) and relies on the results of Lemma 2. Given a solution π
with corresponding spikes and valleys a neighbored solution is achieved in two
steps: first the solution is ’manipulated’ in such a way that a new sequence
π′ is achieved which in general has a different spike and valley structure than
π and, second, the order of jobs within valleys of π′ is changed. For the first
step we use Lemma 2 (3); i.e. we resort all sets Vμ ∪ {π(iμ)}, μ = 1, . . . , k by
non-decreasing processing-times. Since this is a deterministic procedure, this
first step is the same for all neighbored solutions. The second step is based on
Lemma 2 (2): we allow a reordering of jobs within valleys. As a consequence
neighbored solutions differ only in the ordering of the jobs within the valleys
of π′. Lemma 2 (2) states that a best neighbor is achieved by sorting the jobs
of these valleys by non-decreasing processing-times.

Summarizing, the SAV neighborhood has up to exponential size depending on
the instance and the sequence, especially the amount of spikes in the sequence
π′ after the first step. To calculate the best neighbor of a solution in the
SAV -neighborhood we two times have to sort the valleys by non-decreasing
processing times which can be realized in O(n log n). Note, that after applying
this neighborhood operation once, in the first step of the next neighboring
operator the jobs within each valley are already sorted and only the spike in
front of a valley has to be inserted in the valley on the base of its processing
time (which can be realized in linear time). Furthermore, if in this first step
all spikes have a processing time smaller or equal to the minimum processing
time in their valley, the choice of the best neighbor will not change the given
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solution π; i.e. we are in a local minimum.

3.3 Comparison of the two neighborhoods

The two approaches, CAPI together with the block structure and SAV with
it’s spikes and valleys, are somehow related. The jobs that belong to a block
are processed without idle-times as well as the jobs of a valley defined by the
spikes. The difference lies in the fact, that there are at least as many valleys
than blocks for a given sequence π, but there may be more. This results from
the fact, that in a schedule valleys for two adjacent spikes may be scheduled
without idle-time in between, whereas two blocks are always separated by an
idle-time.

However, the underlying ideas to develop the large scale neighborhoods are
quite different. The CAPI neighborhood is build upon the simple API neigh-
borhood and has in principle the same navigation behavior as that neighbor-
hood. The only difference to the API neighborhood is that the API-operators
are not chosen and executed sequentially but in parallel. Thus, from quality
point of view, we may expect from CAPI only a better behavior than API,
if the parallel choice fits better to the problem. From computational point of
view, both neighborhoods have a worst case complexity of O(n2) to compute
a best neighbor. But since the chosen operator of CAPI may contain sev-
eral API operators, one may suppose that the total time to reach a certain
quality may be shorter for CAPI. Both of these aspects are investigated via
computational tests which are reported in the next section.

The SAV neighborhood is based on a local priority criteria, which allows the
interchange of two jobs under certain conditions (first job has larger process-
ing time and after the interchange the first scheduled job does not start later).
Thus, in principle this neighborhood also relies on the API neighborhood.
However, in contrast to the CAPI neighborhood we do not restrict to inde-
pendent operators but allow a complete reordering of certain subsets of jobs.
This may indicate that the SAV neighborhood is able to reach (good) local
optima in short time. On the other hand, if one has reached a local optima,
the SAV neighborhood may not be a good choice to navigate further, since
within this neighborhood always a job with larger processing time than its suc-
cessor is interchanged with this successor; i.e. we have a monotone behavior.
Note, that under the API neighborhood also an interchange with a succeed-
ing job with larger processing time may lead to an improving neighbor. Again,
computational results have to give insight to these questions.
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4 Results

In this section we report on computational experiments to indicate how the
two approaches perform regarding solution quality and running time for small
and large instances. Furthermore, we compare the results with optimal solu-
tions found by a branch-and-bound algorithm for smaller instances. We use
the branch-and-bound algorithm of Yanai and Fujie [4] to obtain these exact
solutions. As an initial heuristic we use besides some simple priority based
methods the APRTF -heuristic which was presented by Chu [2].

The problem instances were generated as described by Yanai and Fujie [4]
and Chu [2]. The processing times were uniform randomly chosen between
1 and 100. The release dates were generated between 0 and 101nλ

2
where λ

is a parameter and n the number of jobs. Hereby, λ is some sort of density
factor. The tests done by Yanai and Fujie [4] show, that the hardest instances
are received for 0.6 ≤ λ ≤ 1.1. For several values of λ (0.2, 0.4, . . . , 2.0) and
n = 100 we randomly generated each 100 instances. Since we were not able to
obtain for every instance an optimal solution (i.e. for values of λ between 0.6
and 1.1 we left these very difficult instance out of consideration. For example,
for λ = 0.8 we only had optimal solutions for 95 out of the 100 instances. For
all the other λ-values we had at least 97 optimal solved instances.

In order to compare the quality of two solutions, we need a useful attribute.
We don’t use the objective value

∑
Ci for comparing two solutions but use

the so called total waiting time of the jobs
∑

(Si − ri). The total waiting time
differs from the objective value

∑
Ci by the additive constant

∑
(ri + pj) and,

therefore, reflects better how good the decision space is used by a solution. If
we denote with Si the starting times of the jobs in some solution and with S∗

i

the starting times of the jobs in an optimal solution, we measure the quality
of the approximating solution by the average deviation which we calculate as:

∑
(Si − ri) − (S∗

i − ri)∑
(S∗

i − ri)
=

∑
(Si − S∗

i )∑
(S∗

i − ri)
.

The achieved average optimal total waiting time values for the generated in-
stances are given in Figure 3 for different values of λ.

In order to test the effectiveness of the neighborhoods in practice, we imple-
mented them in ANSI-C. We decided to use best fit API, i.e. choose the best
possible API neighbor (BAPI for short) of the current solution as was de-
scribed before. Furthermore we implemented CAPI and SAV as introduced.
Because it turned out very soon that SAV as a stand-alone neighborhood
would not suffice, we decided to combine SAV and BAPI as a fourth neigh-
borhood. This means, that we try to find a better solution in the SAV -
neighborhood and if this is not possible, we use the BAPI -neighborhood for
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one iteration. A local optima in the SAV neighborhood is achieved if the pro-
cessing time of every spike is smaller or equal to the processing time of the first
job of the corresponding valley and the valleys are sorted by non-decreasing
processing times. In such a case, SAVBAPI will then apply a BAPI step.

Furthermore, as local search method we use iterative improvement. We have
chosen not to use tabu search or simulated annealing since we are interested
in the structural behavior of the neighborhoods and not in the potentials of
local search methods. We tested the given neighborhoods exhaustively with
different initial solutions.

First, we use the APRTF -heuristic as initial solution and iterative improve-
ment. The local optimal solutions obtained by the neighborhoods in average
differ only slightly. The solutions are similar in structure and there is not
much difference to the initial solution. This may be caused by the fact that
the heuristic delivers often a local optima resp. a solution of good quality.

In Figure 4 the performance of the considered approaches are given. For dif-
ferent values of λ the average deviation of the total waiting time value of the
solutions to the optimal total waiting time value is given.

The upper line shows the average deviation of the solutions received by it-
erative improvement using the SAV -neighborhood. Since a solution received
by the APRTF -heuristic is mostly local optimal in the SAV -neighborhood,
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the lines of the APRTF -heuristic and for iterative improvement using the
SAV -neighborhood are almost identical in average. The second line shows the
average deviations of the solutions received by the iterative improvement pro-
cedure using the BAPI, CAPI and SAVBAPI -neighborhood. Here again, the
lines are nearly identical in average. Hence, the first observations are that the
CAPI -neighborhood performs no better than the BAPI -neighborhood and
that in the iterative improvement using the SAVBAPI -neighborhood mainly
the BAPI -operator is used if we start from a solution of good quality.

This at first indicates, that for problem 1|ri|∑ Ci the possibility of the expo-
nential neighborhood to combine several moves and to look at their overall
performance does not help for navigation. To get more insight in the naviga-
tional behavior of the neighborhoods, we added an extra component to the
local search approach.

After iterative improvement with one of the neighborhood approaches stops
we give the resulting local optima a kick and restart the iterative improvement
procedure. This kick simply takes one of the jobs not starting at it’s release
date and reinserted it at a position in the sequence so that this job will start
at it’s release date. With this slightly perturbed solution, which is not neces-
sarily better than the original local optimal solution, we again start iterative
improvement possibly arriving at a better solution. We apply the kick to every
job where it is possible and the best received solution from this kick followed
by iterative improvement is taken as next solution. We iterated this process as
long as a kick to any job followed by iterative improvement leads to no better
solution.

The average solution quality received by using the kick method is also pre-
sented in Figure 4. Here one can see that the kick method has in general a
big impact on solution quality. Although, the SAV -neighborhood was hardly
able to improve the initial solution given by the APRTF -heuristic, it now im-
proves this solution considerably. Again, kick-BAPI and kick-CAPI perform
nearly the same as was the case for BAPI and CAPI. But, combining SAV
with BAPI and using kicks (kick-SAVBAPI ) leads to the best solution quality
especially for higher λ values.

The above mentioned test give some indications of the navigation behavior of
the neighborhoods in regions of high quality solutions. In a further series of
tests, we investigate how they behave if a weak initial solution is chosen. For
this we use an initial solution called RSORT obtained by sorting the jobs by
increasing release dates. In Figure 5 we compare the initial solutions and local
optima with the optimal solution for the generated instances. As one can see,
although iterative improvement is not a very clever local search algorithm,
the solutions achieved by this algorithm using one of our neighborhoods are of
noticeable improvement compared to the initial solution and get into the re-
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Fig. 4. Comparison with optimal solution

gion of the APRTF -heuristic. Hereby, the SAVBAPI -neighborhood performs
significantly better than the BAPI - or CAPI -neighborhood, which deliver
nearly the same solutions. Because of the nature of the SAV -neighborhood,
an initial solution received by the RSORT -heuristic is already an optimum in
the SAV -neighborhood and thus, iterative improvement with only the SAV -
neighborhood has no effect.

Again, we tested how the different neighborhoods behave after giving the
local optimal solution a kick. In Figure 6 we compare the quality of the re-
trieved local optimal solutions with each other. In order to be able to have a
reference point, the local optimal solutions received by the simple SAVBAPI -
neighborhood without using kicks are also shown. Here one can see, that using
kicks on local optimal solutions again improves the quality. Especially the it-
erative improvement method using the neighborhoods kick-BAPI, kick-CAPI
and kick-SAVBAPI are performing well, although iterative improvement with
restarts using small changed solutions is not a very clever local search heuris-
tic. One can see that, if we start with a rather bad initial solution received
by the constructive heuristic RSORT, we are able to end up with solutions
of comparable quality to the APRTF -heuristic. Moreover, kick-SAVBAPI is
able to beat APRTF for λ in the range [1.0, 2.0].

The additional tests confirm, that the navigation behavior of the exponential
neighborhood CAPI is not better than that of the underlying basic neigh-
borhood API. Taking always in a greedy way the best API -move in general
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n BAPI CAPI SAV SAVBAPI

100 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01

200 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.07

400 0.32 0.43 0.01 0.49

1000 4.93 7.17 0.01 7.17

Fig. 7. Average running time per instance

n BAPI CAPI SAV SAVBAPI

100 445 431 1 388

200 1695 1657 1 1392

400 6512 6419 1 5024

1000 39481 39173 1 27978

Fig. 8. Average number of iterations per instance

does not cut off possible moves which are contained in a best CAPI -move.
Furthermore, a priority based exponential neighborhood on it self is not very
strong. However, to incorporate these priorities in other neighborhoods (either
via switching between the neighborhoods or by directly incorporating them)
seems to be a good idea. The presented results till now only give a qualitative
judgment of the neighborhoods. Although the exponential neighborhoods were
not superior in this direction compared to the small BAPI -neighborhood, they
still may be efficient if they reduce the computational effort. Therefore, in the
following we investigate this aspect in more detail.

In Figure 7 the average running time is presented for iterative improvement
using an initial solution received by RSORT -heuristic on instances with 100,
200, 400 and 1000 jobs. It can be seen that the running times for the different
neighborhoods are roughly 1.5×BAPI ≈ CAPI and 1.5×BAPI ≈ SAVBAPI
especially for n = 1000.

Thus, also in this aspect, the exponential neighborhood CAPI does not out-
perform it’s simple counterpart BAPI. To get an explanation for this, we
calculate the average number of iterations needed for iterative improvement
to reach a local optimal solution (see Figure 8) and the average number of API
moves which were contained in one CAPI move for n = 1000 and different
values of λ (see Figure 9).

The results show that almost the same number of iterations are needed
for iterative improvement using BAPI and CAPI. Furthermore, the CAPI -
neighborhood can only combine several moves for higher values of λ (λ ≥ 1.0).
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λ 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

API 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.4 2.7 4.0 6.5 7.8 10.1 11.1

Fig. 9. Average moves per iteration in CAPI -neighborhood

λ 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6

% 80.5 80.3 80.3 80.2 80.0 80.5 83.0 85.4 89.3 91.4

Fig. 10. Average use of BAPI per iteration in SAV -neighborhood

This is because for higher values of λ we get a wider range of release dates.
This results in instances and feasible solutions with a greater amount of blocks
that do not interfere and allow simultaneous moves.

Finally, we calculated for n = 1000 in how many cases the BAPI -neighborhood
has to be applied if the combined neighborhood SAVBAPI is used (see Figure
10). Again, the average need for BAPI in every iteration increases for higher
values of λ because of the structure of theses instances and the chosen initial
solution RSORT. In order to receive solutions that are not optimal regarding
the SAV -neighborhood by applying neighborhood search on the considered
initial solution there is need for some BAPI -moves to enlarge the valleys.
Hence, it takes some iterations using BAPI -moves before an SAV -move gives
an improvement. This is specially the case for instance with higher values of
λ. These instances have a wider range of release dates and hence it is very
unlikely to receive non-empty valleys. And if a non-empty valley is obtained
by an BAPI -move, mostly either the valley and the corresponding spike are
already sorted by processing times or it would not improve the objective value
if this sorting is done by an SAV -move. Another reason for this effect is the
asymptotic decreasing number of iterations needed with increasing λ. For ex-
ample from 113977 iterations for λ = 0.2 over 18074 for λ = 0.9 down to
347 for λ = 1.6. With a less number of iterations the structure of the initial
solution will not be destroyed enough to allow a lot of SAV -moves.

For decreasing values of λ we see that the rate of BAPI -moves stays around
80.3%. Additional tests for small values of λ show a drop in the rate of used
BAPI -moves beginning at λ = 0.01 with a rate of 78.8% and for λ = 0.005
a rate of 77.4%. For very small values of λ we receive dense instances. In
such instances, the chance that new valley structures occur is higher than
for instances where the release dates are spread over a larger interval. This
explains why more often SAV -moves are used.
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5 Conclusions

The exponential neighborhood CAPI received by combining independent
API -moves does not automatically lead to solutions of better quality. Also
the hope for a faster running time of iterative improvement because of the
execution of several moves at once did not come out. In fact, CAPI was not
able to combine such an amount of moves in any testing we did, that it beats
BAPI regarding computational time.

Furthermore, the second exponential neighborhood SAV alone was not able
to deliver good results. This neighborhood is only useful to bring any random
feasible solutions to some better solution in a very fast way. It does not succeed
on solutions of good quality since these solutions have a near optimal structure
regarding the SAV -neighborhood. But in combining BAPI and SAV, iterative
improvement was able to improve significantly an initial solution received by
RSORT in comparison to the stand-alone BAPI -neighborhood. Hence, SAV
is only useful in combination with other neighborhoods.

Of course, iterative improvement is not a clever local search algorithm and
depends strongly on the initial solution. Therefore, we tried to restart itera-
tive improvement by perturbing the received local optima. By doing this we
observed a vast increasing in solution quality. Hence, with other methods as
simulated annealing or tabu search it will perhaps be possible to receive better
local optima with the two introduced neighborhoods. This can be a further
step to research for which some more investigation has to take place, especially
how to avoid tabu moves with the introduced neighborhoods.

The results of this paper somehow confirm the conclusions drawn by others
on the practical use of exponential neighborhoods (see e.g. Hurink [6]). Ex-
ponential neighborhoods are not good on beforehand for making local search
efficient. Based on our experiences, we may conclude that the size of the neigh-
borhood does not guarantee a better quality. Only if structural properties of
the considered problem make it useful to combine different neighborhood op-
erators, exponential neighborhoods may be successful. This means that these
combined neighborhood operators lead to different and better solutions as a
sequence of (greedy) chosen neighborhood steps in the underlying basic neigh-
borhood (for our problem, this was not the case!). On the other hand, large
neighborhoods resulting from dominance rules are not useful as stand alone
methods. Only in combination with other neighborhoods, they may help to
improve the quality.

A second possible advantage of exponential neighborhoods consisting of com-
bined operators of a basic neighborhood can be a speed up in computational
time. Based on our results, we may conclude that this can only be the case if
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most of the executed combined neighborhood operators combine several basic
neighborhood operators, and if the extra computational effort for searching
the combined neighborhood in comparison with the basic neighborhood is not
large.

All in all, we suggest to develop and use exponential neighborhoods of the
considered types only if problem specific properties or computational argu-
ments on beforehand give an indication that the exponential neighborhoods
have some potential to be a success.
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